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ILIOS (Dimitris Kariofilis / laptop )
- experimental music concert and documentary film called [Un]common sounds
Project Title:
This is a live performance (music) accompanied by video. This is an ongoing project which started
this year in San Francisco. the title of the performance is called : "Telos" (means END in greek)
Idea:
here is no main idea around this sound project. As ILIOS i have been changing stylistc appoaches
often as i do not believe in a steady, absolute format for my work. The "Telos" series is about "End"
but it mainly is a sound performance with a high physicality. It is about resonating and vibrating the
space of the performance, the video that accompanies the sound is a choice among a series of
videos i make under the concept End.
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Dimitris Kariofilis / musician

Greece

nationality: Greek

project overview
Dimitris Kariofilis is a Greek musician, currently working in Barcelona, involved with the ILIOS group,
an author of unique expression in the area of sound and multimedia experiments. Starting in 1992,
participants of international music events, festivals. He has played more than 80 concerts in Europe,
Japan and the US. Concurrently, he has recorded close to 30 records with the most respected
representatives of the experimental genre and 11 solo albums. He has gathered musical experience
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by cooperating with dance and movement theatres, creating music for radio, television and film
productions. Dimitris Kariofilis is also the organiser of the annual Electrograph - Athens Sound
Media Festival, and co-creator of the project [Un]common sounds. A recently finished documentary
film with the same title concerns the theoretical and practical dimensions of current experimental
and improvised music genres. It exposes not only the main artistic trends but also their
representatives from all over the world, as well as social and economic issues. 
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